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Abstract
In previous papers we have argued for the complete

integration of natural language understanding with the rest of
the cognitive system. Given a set of richly indexed memory
structures, we have claimed that parsing is a general memory
search process guided by predictive patterns of lexical and
conceptual items which are a part of those memory structures.
In this paper, we demonstrate that our architecture for
language understanding is capable of implementing the memory search processes required to make complex inferences not
directly associated with parsing. The uniform format of the
knowledge representation and search process provide a foundation for learning research.

1

Introduction

Research at the Yale Economics Learning Project is aimed at modelling knowledge reorganization
and learning as a reasoner goes from
being novice to expert in its domain. [Riesbeck 19831 has argued for
expert reasoning as the result of gradual changes to novice reasoning
in response to self-acknowledged
failures
in novice reasoning.
The
original learning system parsed texts such as “high interest rates
limit growth, ’ “low growth raises prices,= and “large budget deficits
cause higher interest rates” into separate meaning representations
which were then pieced together to derive new economic arguments
[Riesbeck 19811.
We now believe that a much tighter connection must be made
between natural language understanding
and the rest of the cognitive
system in order to make progress towards our goals for the learning
project. The language understanding
system must be able to take
advantage
of the knowledge present in memory to the same degree
that any other memory process could, and other memory processes
must be able to make full and immediate
use of linguistic input
without waiting for a final interpretation
to be formed.
This is the reflection of a re-orientation
of the learning project in
a much more promising direction. The system begins with a richlyindexed episodic memory of various arguments,
including information such as who gave the argument, which other arguments it supports or contradicts,
and so on. Linguistic input is used by the
system to recognize relevant prior arguments;
differences between
the input and prior memory structures
give rise to failures
in the
recognition process, which are resolved by recognizing and applying
strategies.
reconciliation
The common threads of this architecture
are 1) a uniform representation of domain knowledge, failure structures,
and reconciliation strategies in the regular memory format and 2) a uniform view
of memory processes, including language understanding,
as search
through a knowledge base controlled by the prior recognition of structures in that knowledge base.
*This report describes work done in the Department of Computer Science
at Yale University. It was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific
Research under contract F49620-82-K-0010.
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In previous papers ([Riesbeck and Martin 1985]), we have argued
for an approach to parsing which conforms to this view. The parsing
algorithm
is a process of lexically-guided
memory search in which
predictive patterns of words and concepts guide a general memory
search process to recognize relevant memory structures.
We call
this direct memory access parsing (DMAP). Our memory structures
are frame-like objects called Memory Organization
Packets
(MOPS),
organized by the standard
part-whole
packaging and class-subclass
abstraction
hierarchies (Schank 19821.
This approach is the reverse of that taken by past conceptual analyzers ([Riesbeck 197.51 [L e b owitz 19801 [Dyer 19821 [Lytinen 19841)
that construct meaning representations
from texts which may then
be be connected to memory in a separate step; this is the “Build and
Store” model of conceptual analysis. The proposed alternative
is to
find relevant structures
in memory and record differences between
the input and what exists already. We call this the “Recognize and
Modify” model.
We are now turning our attention back to the original goals of the
learning project. When failures occur in the understanding
process,
we wish to trigger inference processes to record those failures and
to implement strategies for resolving the anomalies.
In this paper,
we describe how our previous approach to integrating
parsing with
memory extends naturally
to handle these inference mechanisms:
failure episodes and reconciliation
strategies are represented in the
regular memory format of domain knowledge, and we are excited that
a single, uniform memory search #recess appears capable of handling
both parsing and memory-based
inference in such a knowledge base.
This paper examines the architecture
we have evolved for our
system.
Section 2 reviews our original work on parsing, detailing
the memory structures and the search process used for recognition.
Section 3 explains how we have augmented
this with failure and
strategy structures
to build new memory structures
where necessary. Section 4 extends the failure and strategy concepts to handle
inference which is only indirectly related to the parsing task.

2

Integrating

Parsing with Memory

We integrate parsing knowledge into memory by attaching
linguistic templates
to memory structures
in a manner reminiscent
of
the Teachable Language Comprehender
[Quillian 19691. These templates, called concept sequences,
are patterns
of words and concepts.
For example, attached
to the memory structure
MILTONis the concept sequence
{Milton Friedman},
repreFRIEDMAN
senting the linguistic
phrase “Milton Friedman.”
Attached
to
MTRANS-EVENT,
our primitive marker for communications
events
(Schank and Ab e 1son 19771, is the concept sequence {actor says
mobject},

representing

1. the identification
of another memory structure
from MTRANS-EVENT through the packaging
actor role,
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2. the linguistic

item “says,” and

3. the identification of another memory structure which is indexed
from MTRANS-EVENT
through the packaging hierarchy via the
mobject role (representing
the content of the communicated
information).
Any memory
addition, the
nism through
attached at a

structure can have one or more concept sequences; in
abstraction
hierarchy provides an inheritence mechawhich any structure implicitly acquires the sequences
more general level of abstraction.

The dictionary
in DMAP, which we call the concept lexicon, is
simply a set of pointers from words and concepts to the concept
sequences they appear in. The concept sequences encode the lexical and syntactic
knowledge of the parser.
This is a generalization of the “phrasal lexicon” approach to language understanding
[Becker 19751 that includes not only actual phrases, but more conceptual combinations
as well. The primary task of concept sequences
is to quickly connect standardized
patterns of language use to genTo this end, the DMAP
eral memory structures
of the system.
model depends
solve the basic
of other recent
[Granger et al.

DMAP is definitely not disambiguation
with marker passing
[Waltz and Pollack 19841. Rather than using marker passing as an
appendage
to a standard parser for finding the (shortest, strongest,
whatever) path between two nodes in memory, the structures found
through marker passing are the most relevant
comprise themselves the result of the parse.

and

The connectionist
work is also currently focussing on the disambiguation
problem [Cottrell 19841, though here it is intended that
eventually all aspects of parsing will be included in the same spreading activation
framework.
The connectionist
project is much more
difficult, since they are deliberately
limiting the allowable set of
mechanisms.
They do not have access to the kinds of structured
markers we are quite willing to invoke.

Concept

2.2

activation

Memory structures
are activated by placing activation
them. Activation markers are created in two situations.
l

on the use of parallel activation and intersection to recombinatorial
explosion, as is presumed in a number
models [Small et al. 19821 [Hahn and Reimer 19831
19841 [Waltz and Pollack 1.984] [Charniak unpb].

In the process of recognizing conceptual elements of concept sequences, the parser will identify more specific structures
than the
general concept sequence refers to. The parser uses these specific
structures to recognize episodes in memory which are 1) consistent
with the general structures predicted by the concept sequence, and
2) capable of adequately
packaging the other structures recognized
by the input. Because the parsing process attempts to recognize the
available, exactly which memory
most specific memory structures
structures
the parser settles on depends on which ones are already
in memory.
Figure 1 depicts a simplified portion of the memory
structures used to recognize the communicative
act of the following

ones in memory

l

markers

on

System input: when an input word is read by the parser, an activation marker is created and placed on the associated lexical
item in memory.
Concept

sequence

recognition:

sequence has been activated,
and placed on the associated

when every element of a concept
an activation
marker is created
memory structure.

Activation markers are passed up the class-subclass
abstraction
hierarchy from their associated structures.
This is a recursive process;
all structures
which receive an activation
marker continue to pass
it on to their own abstractions.
When a memory structure receives
an activation marker, that structure is said to have been activated;
the activation marker contains a pointer to the originally activated
structure.
For example,
an activation
marker associated
with MONEYwill be passed to ECON-EVENT, which in turn passes
the marker to EVENT. All of these structures
are activated,
while
the activation marker keeps a pointer to MONEY-SUPPLY-UP.

SUPPLY-UP
The New York

Times,

August

4, 1983.

Milton Friedman: Interest rates will rise as an inevitable
consequence of the monetary explosion we’ve experienced
over the past year.
If this claim of Friedman’s has been seen before, then seeing it again,
as originally stated, or paraphrased,
will guide the parser to the
previously built memory structure MF:MTRANS-EVENT.
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2.1

Marker

1: Simplified

memory
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Concept
refinement. Since the activation will generally supply
more specific information
about the current input than the
prediction takes into account, the prediction
marker can be
passed down the abstraction
hierarchy to a more specialized
memory structure which better packages the activation.

.

Sequence

INTEREST-RATES-UP

structures.

passing

The parser uses a marker-passing
architecture
to identify relevant
memory structures from the input text and the expectations
in memory. Two kinds of markers are used in the system: activation
markers, which capture information
about the input text and the current selection of relevant memory structures, and prediction markers,
which indicate which memory structures may be expected to become
relevant.

prediction

Prediction markers represent concept sequences which are in the process of being recognized. Whenever a memory structure is activated,
prediction markers are created for all the concept sequences indexed
by that memory structure
through the concept lexicon. A prediction marker captures the intuition of the “focus of attention”
of the
parser.
A shift of attention
corresponds
to passing the prediction
marker to a new location in memory; this takes place in response
to concept activation.
When a memory structure is activated which
intersects the current focus of a prediction via some packaging relationship, the prediction is altered by two concurrent processes.
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Figure

Concept

2.3

3

advancement.
Intersection
of an activation
marker
will complete the current element of the prediction marker’s
concept sequence. If the sequence has not yet been completed,
the prediction
marker can be passed across the abstraction
hierarchy to focus on the next element of the sequence.

Simple Memory

Modification

Of course, it is not enough to recognize structures
in memory; the
parser must also be able to record “where it has been.” For example,
if MS:IR:CAUSAL were not contained in the memory of Figure 1, then

the parser would identify the more general ECON:CAUSAL.
In this
case, the parser can’t find a structure which is specific to the activated memory structures it knows about, yet it has identified some
general structures
which serve to classify the input.
We call this
situation a specialization
failure, and there exist structures
in memory which serve to index such situations.
In turn, these structures
index reconciliation
strategy memory structures
which can reconcile
the anomalies.
In this section, we describe how the most general of failure and
reconciliation
structures
are recognized and activated.
It is at this
most general level that new memory structures
are built; Section 4
describes how more specific failures cause the recognition process to
search for reconciliations
which may result in inference. Ultimately,
all such search processes “bottom out” at the most general level of
specialization
failure, causing new structures to be created.

3.1

Recognizing

failures

When the normal recognition process identifies a structure
not suitably specialized, that process spawns a recognition

process

Specialization
failure structures,
like other memory
structures, are organized
by part-whole
and class-subclass
relationships. The most general specialization
failure structure is MISSINGIn the above example, if MS:IR:CAUSAL were
SPECIALIZATION.
missing from memory then an instance of MISSING-SPECIALIZATION
would be recognized which packaged ECON:CAUSAL and the MONEYactivations.
SUPPLY-UP and INTEREST-RATES-UP

Recognizing

strategies

Reconciliation
strategies
are similar in spirit to both the Exception MOPS proposed in [Riesbeck 19811 and the explanation
patReconciliations
are also memory
terns (XPs) of [Schank unpb].
structures; they package a failure structure and other memory structures that “explain away” the failure. By “explain away” we mean
that if the memory had contained the explanatory
structures in the
first pla,-e, the recognition process would not have arrived at a failure str:eture.
A reconciliation
is recognized by the system through
the normal process of concept sequence completion; the most general
reconciliation
structure is ROTE-MEMORY.
simply adds new memory structures
at the
Since
to resolve a MISSING-SPECIALIZATION.
MISSING-SPECIALIZATION is packaged
by ROTE-MEMORY
via the
failure relationship,
recognition of the failure structure leads to recogROTE-MEMORY

appropriate

4

Failure-Driven

Inferencing

Consider again the memory structures
depicted in Figure 1. Given
an input such as “John Doe blames the large increase in the money
supply for the rise in interest rates,” what structures
should be
recognized?
When this is parsed, the parser is unable to specializefrom ECON:MTRANS-EVENT
to MF:MTRANS-EVENT
because the
more specific structure only partially matches the input-the
actor
of MF:MTRANS-EVENT
does not match the actor of the input. This
state of the parser is similar to that described above, with the exception that some prior knowledge structure has been recognized but
deemed over-specialized
due to the actor mismatch.

which is

which is predictive of a specialization
failure structure; although it is
handled identically to the normal recognition process, it is initiated
internally by the parser and not by a concept sequence. This is the
only exception to the general recognition algorithm.

3.2

tinction between these two methods of invocation is only one of interpretation;
in the implementation,
an attempt is made to recognize
sub-structures
via the normal algorithm, which may or may not end
to create a new memory
up with the invocation of ROTE-MEMORY
structure.

point

4.1

Failure and reconciliation

The additional
information
in this example serves to locate a more
specific failure structure
than MISSING-SPECIALIZATION.
In this
case, the failure structure
identified is ACTOR:EXCEPTION.
This
structure
packages:
the new package that couldn’t be specialized
(John Doe’s argument);
the new part contained in the new package
(John Doe); the old package (Milton Friedman’s argument);
and the
old part (Milton Friedman).
The general situation of two people saying the same thing can be
explained in many ways; since the parser attempts to recognize the
most specific relevant structure in memory, it prefers to try domainspecific before more general strategies.
A routine domain-specific
explanation for why two economists say the same thing is “they belong
to the same economic camp.” This strategy for ACTOR:EXCEPTION
is CREATE-CAMP;
it packages
l

the ACTOR:EXCEPTION

l

the economic

l

the camp

camp

jailure

argument

which both arguments

cialization
strategy

of ECON:MTRANS-EVENT

whose actor is the camp of the

and which is in turn a generalization

and new-package

(isa-) of the old-package

of the failure of the strategy.

actor:exception
(isa: missing-specialization)
(new-package
(econ:mtrans-event))
(old-package
(econ:mtrane-event))
(new-part
(economist))
(old-part
(economist)))

3.3

(def

create-camp
(isa:
reconciliation)

ROTE-MEMORY
is invoked only in the simple situation where you
know things of a certain type can occur, and one of them does. The
input matches completely a general pattern and there is no more
specific version of the pattern to compare the input with. ROTEMEMORY
creates new specializations
of existing structures to package
specific items.
It is important
to note that ROTE-MEMORY
will also be invoked
to create specific sub-structures
for an identified memory structure.
For example, if we have identified a generalized “restaurant”
MOP
fills out the unspeci[Schank 19821 f rom the input, ROTE-MEMORY
fied scenes according to the specific informat\on
available. The dis-

instantiate.

Figure 2 presents the actual definitions of these structures.
Note the
constraints
placed on the sub-structures
of CREATE-CAMP
which reflect their mutual dependencies:
the camp-mtrans
structure is a spe-

(def

ROTE-MEMORY

structure,

which the actors belong to, and

nition of the strategy,
and ROTE-MEMORY
builds a new memory
would create a
In the above example, ROTE-MEMORY
structure.
new memory structure
which packaged INTEREST-RATES-UP
and
MONEY-SUPPLY-UP
underneath ECON:CAUSAL intheabstractionhierarchy.

Invoking

structures

(failure
(actor-exception

(new-package
(new-part

(camp (economist
(camp-mtrane

?c>

(isa-

(econ:mtrans-event
(actor
(camp))

Figure

COGNITIVE

?a)

(old-package
?b)
(old-part
?d) 1)
?c ?a>>)

(lea-

?a ?b))))

2: Failure and strategy
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structures.
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4.2

An example

of failure-directed

CREATE-CAMP

inference
ACTOR:EXCEPTION

With the simplified memory defined so far (the structures
of Figures 1 and 2), we can follow the parse of “John Doe says that interest rates rise as a consequence of the monetary explosion.”
The
recognition algorithm described in Section 2 is sufficient to identify
ECON:MTRANS-EVENT,
whichisnotspecific
totheactive
JOHN-DOE
and MS:IR:CAUSAL structures.
The specialization
failure spawns a
recognition process which identifies MISSING-SPECIALIZATION, since
no other information
is available to locate more specific structures.
ROTE-MEMORY
constructs JD:MTRANS-EVENT
to packagetheinput
and be connected to memory as a specialization
of ECON:MTRANS-

P

CREAT P -CAMP-l

EVENT.

Simultaneous

with

the

above

identification

of

the

general

ECON:MTRANS-EVENT
was the recognition of the inapplicability
of
MF:MTRANS-EVENT
due to over-specialization.
With the activation
the structure of memory appears as depicted
of JD:MTRANS-EVENT,

in Figure 3. This figure depicts the failure and strategy structures
which will be relevant.
(The packaging relationships
from the ACfailure structure have been omitted for clarity.)
TOR:EXCEPTION

Figure 4: Instantiating

a reconciliation

structure.

A topic of future research is how the system might learn specific
concept sequences to identify ECON:CAMP- 1; e.g., that the structure refers to monetarists,
with CAMP- 1 ;MTRANS-EVENT
referring
to arguments commonly held by monetarists.

(lailure)
CREATE-CAMP

5

The Economic

Learning Project

The previous section outlined an example in which the parser’s inference revolves around its knowledge of argumentation
and argument
advocacy in the economics domain. The goal of the learning project
is to model the reorganization
and learning of knowledge as a reasoner progresses from novice to expert understanding
of its domain.
To this end, the system needs to have declarative representations
of
inference rules used in expert reasoning.
A common form of inference required to understand
economic
arguments is the construction
of causal chains from individual causal
structures.
Consider the following expert text.

MILTON-FRIEDMAN

Figure

3: Failure

and strategy

structures.
Lester C. Thurow,

Activation
of JD:MTRANS-EVENT
provides the extra information needed for the failure recognition
process to identify ACTOR:EXCEPTION.
Since this general failure structure
does not
directly package the active JD:MTRANS-EVENT
and MF:%ITRANSEVENT structures,
another recognition
failure process is spawned.
MISSING-SPECIALIZATION, and ROTE-MEMORY
builds
Thisidentifies
Note that the normal recognition
process
ACTOR:EXCEPTION-1.
works on these failure structures in exactly the way that it works on
“domain” memory structures.
The activation
of ACTOR:EXCEPTION1 causes the
process to recognize CREATE-CAMP.
Once again,
SPECIALIZATION is recognized,
and CREATE-CAMP-~
At this point, the memory appears
ROTE-MEMORY.
in Figure 4. (The packaging links at the general level
have been omitted for clarity.)

recognition
a MISSINGis built by
as depicted
of Figure 3

The result of parsing

4.3

At the conclusion of this example, the parser has built two memory
structures which are not directly related to the input: ECON:CAMP1 and CAMP- ~:MTRANS-EVENT.
These were built when the parser
recognized two instances of MISSING-SPECIALIZATION while recognizing sub-structures
of CREATE-CAMP- 1. These new structures
serve to better organize memory so that the same text will not create
a failure if seen again; prior memory structures such as MF:MTRANSEVENT have been automatically
re-indexed in the correct relationships with the new structures.
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Newsweek,

September

21, 1983:

With the resulting structure of taxes and expenditures,
the President is not going to be balancing
the Federal
With high growth
budget in 1984 or any other year.
choked off by high interest rates, budget deficits are going
to be bigger, not smaller. The result: more demands for
credit and higher interest rates.
This is a rather complex argument,
involving an implicit feedback
loop and causal chain through interest rates, investment,
business
growth, tax revenues, and the deficit. Consider the phrase “with high
growth choked off by high interest rates.*
The system recognizes
this as an instance of ECON:CAUSAL, but does not recognize this
particular
example. The inference rule required is familiar:
IF 20 causes ~1, ~1 causes 22, . . . , and zn- 1 causes xn
THEN ~0 causes xn.
This unlimited chaining has been broken down into a two-step chaining structure in the implementation.
The failure, strategy, and auxilliary structures are shown in Figure 5.
In this example, “high growth choked off by high interest rates”
causes the parser to recognize CAUSAL- 1, which invokes an ECONCAUSAL:CONSEQUENT-EXCEPTION
failure.
The strategy
indexed
by this failure is USE:CAUSAL-CHAIN:FORWARD,
which supports a
causal argument by a causal chain. The binding constraints force the
argument to be that presented in the text, while the causal chain begins with CAUSAL- 1 and searches for a ca&al argument connecting
this to the goal state. In this case, the system will find CAUSAL-~.

(def

(def

specific information
available
in memory
guides the search
to appropriate
failure and reconciliation
structures.

econ-caueal:coneequent-exception
(iea:
missing-specialization)
(new-package
(econ:cauaal))
(old-package
(econ:caueal))
(econ:event))
(new-part
(econ:event)))
(old-part
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uee:caueal-chain:forward
(isa:
use:caueal-chain)
(failure
(econ-caueal:consequent-exception
(new-package ?a) (old-package
?b)
(new-part ?c)
(old-part
?d)))
(argument ?a)
(support
(causal-chain
(first
?b)
(second (ante ?d) (cnaq ?c)>>>>
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